
4 people entered a competition that was similar to battle bots. The only difference was that they
needed to get as many balls into the low goal or high goal before the time was out. There were
stages of it that they had to go through. The first stage was to get as many balls in based off of
driving, the second stage was to get as many balls in based on code only, the third stage was to
go against the other person and score more points than the other person. Based on your rank in
each stage that helps determine where your final rank lies.

Abrielle, Jason, Isaiah, and Keira were the 4 contestants. They were from 1024G, 1024W, and
1024N. The prize was that you would be featured on a news channel, a plaque, and you would
get $5,000.

The first round starts for the first stage. Everyone gets ready at their station. Abrielle at board 1,
Jason at board 2, Keira at board 3, and Isaiah at board 4. They set their robots down in a
starting position and prepare to start. The announcer starts the countdown.
“3……2……1! Start!!”
The timer starts and so do the robots.
“And there they go!” Calls the announcer.
“At board one it seems that Abrielle is starting with clearing the balls in front of the low goal.
Board two, we have Jason clearing the coral first. And Keira takes the lead with 14 points and a
cleared coral. Isaiah is right behind her with 12 points and a cleared coral.”
BRRRINGGGG!!!!!!
“And that’s time, drivers please place remotes on the floor.”
The referees start counting how many points each person has.
Board one had 38
Board two had 32
Board three had 36
Board four had 34

The leader board:
Abrielle-38
Kiera-36
Isaiah-34
Jason-32

“Wow look at that!” Calls the announcer,”And there are the scores. Abrielle takes the lead with
our first stage and Keira is right behind her. We will have a 15 minute break for practice before
the next stage.”

During the 15 minutes, you can see all the drivers take out their computers and check their
codes. They place their robots back on the boards after adjusting the codes. Keira found out
that her code was going a bit too short and wasn't able to fully clear the coral. She adjusted that
and made it so it went further and cleared the coral. Abrielle ran some practice runs with her
code and switched her battery. Jason added more code to his, and Isaiah changed his a little bit.



“And that’s time coders. Please shut your computers and get ready for the second stage. The
boards need to be reset if they aren’t already and robots into starting positions with remotes on
the floor.”
The contestants reset their boards or set their robots down in their starting positions. All remotes
are on the floor. Once all of the drivers give the announcer a thumbs up, signaling that they are
ready to start, he looks to the referees. Once they give him the all good, then he starts the
countdown for the timer.
“3…..2….1 and start.”
When he says start you can see all of the coders start their codes on the robots. All at once the
robots start. Abrielle’s code pushes in the two balls in front of the low goal before moving on to
coral. Keira’s code starts on the corral. Jasons grabs the ball under the low hang before pushing
in the two in front of the low goal. And Isaiah’s code is like Abrielle’s code.
“3….2….1….”
“BBBRRRIIIIINNNGGG”
The drivers quickly stop their robots so they don’t continue.The referees start counting the balls
scored and check with the drivers before submitting them.
“And here are the scores for the second round. Abrielle has 28 points. Keira has 30 points.
Jason has 26 points, and Isaiah has 28 points.”
“The leaderboard has changed but not by a lot.
Keira-66 pts
Abrielle-66 pts
Isaiah-62 pts
Jason-58 pts
Keira ties it up with Abrielle, while Isaiah and Jason stay the same. Contestant please get ready
for the next stage, you guys have 5 minutes to meet with your paired partners and strategize.
And here are the listings.”
Keira with Isaiah
Abrielle with Jason
The contestants pair up and discuss strategies. They are trying to score as many points as a
team and by themselves.
“And now it’s time for the battle, what will they care more about? Getting as many points for
themselves or getting as many points as a team? And here we go in 3…2…1…”
Abrielle and Jason start with clearing the balls in front of the low goals and then clearing the
corals. Keira and Isaiah start with the corals. Keira clears the coral faster than Isaih and inserts
all of the balls into the low goal. She then goes back to get any extra balls that were around.
Abrielle and Jason seem to be splitting it in half and collecting their fair share of balls.”
“BBBRRRIIINNNGGG”
“That's time drivers. Please place your remotes on the floor.”
The referees start counting the points and checking them with the drivers before the final
submission.
“And there is the final submission from the refs. Here are the ranking for the third challenge:
Keira and Isaiah- 54
Abrielle and Jason-54
Keira scored 28 points out of their 54 and Isaiah scored 26.



Abrielle and Jason each scored 27 points.
Wow look at that, they are tied. And now for the final rankings for the entire competition. In
fourth place we have:
Jason with 139 points!
In third place we have:
Isaiah with 142 points!
In second place down by only one point is:
Abrielle with 147 points!
And our winner of this competition is:
Keira with 148 points!
That concludes our night here with our contestants! Thank you for being here with us to witness
the Battle Challenge!”
And with that, the game is over.


